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A Challenge
Unlike Bill Hybels, the founding pastor of the Willow Creek mega-church, who declared
that the “local church is the hope of the world,” i George Barna, a respected and
experienced researcher in the United States, has indicated in several recent writings his
great disappointment in the ability of local churches to produce true disciples of Jesus
Christ. In his book Revolution, ii Barna writes:
One of the great frustrations of my life has been the disconnection between what our research
consistently shows about churched Christians and what the Bible calls us to be . . . . My original
assumption as we set out to profile the hallmarks of contemporary spiritual transformation was
that most of the life change we found would be related to the ministry of the local church. We
spent several years searching for evidence that God was at work changing lives through churches
and discovering how that process worked. While we certainly found some wonderful examples, I
was stunned—and deeply disappointed—at how relatively rare such instances were. (31, 53)

Instead of finding transformative “formulas” in local churches, Barna concludes that
there is a spiritual revolution going on beyond the local church in what he calls “spiritual
mini-movements” and identifies the two fastest growing models of such revolutionaries
house churches and cyber-church formations. Because his concern is for revolutionary
transformation both for individuals and for society he concludes:
Every Revolutionary I have interviewed described a network of Christians to whom he or she
relates regularly and a portfolio of spiritual activities which he or she engages in on a regular
basis. . . . Compared to the “average” Christian I encounter in our national surveys, I estimate that
the “average” Revolutionary is substantially more Spirit-led, faith-focused, scripturally literate,
and biblically obedient than their more traditional counterparts who are embedded within a
congregation. (116)
Our research shows that local churches have virtually no influence in our culture. The seven
dominant spheres of influence are movies, music, television, books, the Internet, law, and family.
The second tier of influencers is comprised of entities such as schools, peers, newspapers, radio,
and businesses. The local church appears among entities that have little or no influence on society.
(118)

Barna observes that revolutions are never entirely popular. In former eras
“revolutionaries” such as John Wesley and George Whitfield often withstood harsh attacks from
established churches who complained bitterly that the itinerants used unorthodox means of
reaching people, disrupted the status and flow of existing ministries, threatened the stability of
society, and undermined the security and authority of pastors and denominational executives
(111).

So, if there is something our own “revolutionary” heritage contributes to Christian
Formation today, what might that be? Of special interest to me is what that might look
like to hundreds of thousands of smaller congregations around the world today, much
more like the early Methodist societies than today’s “standard” committee rich and
discipleship poor churches.
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“Turnaround” Observations
For more than 30 years I’ve carried a special concern for the laypersons and pastors that
labor in older, established, traditional, and smaller congregations. I suppose it all started
when I discovered that my seminary education had contributed a great deal to my
theological education but very little to my ability to either understand or withstand the
small church reaction to the “revolutionary” mindset I brought with me to pastoral
ministry. Because my own life had been profoundly stirred by God, my bias was to think
that this sort of joyful intimacy with Christ ought to be the experience of each and every
Christian disciple. I’m sure, therefore, that I came on “too strong” and almost totally lost
my ability to pastor and lead that congregation. This kind of experience is far more
common than I realized back then, but this early sense of confusion and near failure led
me to read and research everything I could on the unique dynamics of smaller local
churches.
After six years of carrying this concern as part of my portfolio at the United Methodist
General Board of Discipleship, and after twenty-five years of teaching at Asbury
Theological Seminary and writing three books on the subject of ministry in smaller
congregations, I thought I had discovered most of what produced “turnaround.” Although
it has been more than a decade since my book Turnaround Strategies for the Small
Church iii was first published, it still receives strong affirmation as a study of 100 smaller
congregations and the pastors who helped lead them to the new experience we called
“turnaround.” We asked fifty of the largest denominations in the United States
Would you identify for us two or three of your smaller churches (under 200 members and/or 100
at worship) which have shown a remarkable turnaround in the last two to five years, including: A
new sense of hope and empowerment, a new vision for mission, a new readiness to reach out to
the community, a new effectiveness in evangelism, and new growth in membership/church
school/worship attendance. (10)

And we added that we were especially interested in stories where changes in the
community would not account for the renewal and growth.
Without question a critical key to the transformation in these churches was linked to
leadership. The vision, passion, skills, patience, love and investment in prayer manifested
by these pastors accounted for much of the “turnaround” difference. Their confident trust
in the gospel they lived and preached and taught was a powerful contagious force in the
lives of their members—both new and old. However, a follow up contact with these same
100 churches a decade after reporting on their success stories revealed that upwards of
75% of the 37 we were able to get reports from had in fact “turned around again” or once
more become churches struggling for survival. Many of those we could not connect with
were closed or for some other reason unwilling to participate in the follow up study.
Overwhelmingly, the decline was reported as what happened during one or more of the
churches’ pastoral transitions. It was also clear that the churches continuing to show the
most “turnaround” energy and growth were those that had the same pastor even after 10
years. Some of these were now averaging 200, 350, and 700 in worship. One was now
involved in planting 65 churches in 6 countries, and another had taken over management
of the community centers in a Midwestern city and had three worship services and a staff
of over 30 full-time and part-time employees. In these churches it was clear that
“members” were excited to become both “disciples” and “missionaries.”
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Perspectives from Ireland
A second reflection emerges from my recent opportunity to work with the Methodist
Church in Ireland. Never having been to Ireland, it was a dream come true to be invited
to fly over this last May and teach seminars on “turnaround” for smaller churches in
several locations. Of course, in many ways the context is quite different than in the
United States. The Protestant/Catholic split is far more political than it is spiritual, and
the hundreds of years of tension over this divide has made it quite a challenge for the
Methodist Church to practice its via media with an evangelistic focus rather than just
protect its 260 years of heritage.
The April 2007 edition of the Methodist Newsletter iv published in Belfast contained an
article written by Henry Holloway and John Weir listed on the cover as “Survival of
Smaller Societies.” I’ve attached a copy of the article to the end of this paper, but the
essence of the concern is clear in the title—survival. The authors write:
(A)re there those who are prepared to face this problem head on? . . . Are we, as will
unquestionably happen, going to allow these beloved brethren in their struggling societies to die
on the vine? Or are we going to encourage and assist them in every way possible to become
grafted into a living vine before it is too late?

My own District Superintendent in the Kentucky Conference here in the States predicted
earlier this year that perhaps a third of all the congregations in her district would be
closed in the next five to seven years. Financial considerations (salary, housing expenses,
health insurance, pension, and apportionments) when using full-time and fully ordained
elders to serve these churches are certainly near the top of the list of obstacles. But
perhaps a larger problem is the overall malaise and low self-image of many of these
congregations. They simply have run out of energy, ideas, and motivation to carry on as
those truly invested in God’s mission and Christ’s great commission in their community.
Pastors come and go, and in fact this appears to be a critical problem for these smaller
congregations. Some who come do a wonderful work of care giving, preaching and
teaching. Some even reach out and attract a few new members to the church. But overall
nothing changes except the emphases that each new pastor brings, and the downward
death spiral seems to move ever closer to the inevitable.
How can we talk about or develop new patterns for “discipleship” when addressing many
of our faithful older church members and congregations? Their only hope often seems to
be that just maybe they will get a younger family in the parsonage or manse next time,
and maybe the next pastor will get some things going and a few more people here—our
kind of people.
My own take on the problem is, however, much more like what the article by Holloway
and Weir suggests: “encourage and assist them in every way possible to become grafted
into a living vine before it is too late.” The answer is not merely in another pastor, as
important as pastoral leadership is, but in learning as a congregation how to become
grafted into the true and living vine.
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Looking at the problem
Probably there is never just one problem. We could look at Paul’s lists of concerns
expressed to his churches in the Epistles, or the turmoil faced by the Church in Acts, or
John’s Revelation concerning the seven churches of Asia, and discern several possible
candidates for “the problem.” Human sin and self-promotion hasn’t disappeared entirely
off the face of the earth nor from the Church. Recently our seminary has had its fair
share of challenges to go along with its wonderful opportunities, and I simply tell
students when they ask about the problems that we are “trying to give you a true New
Testament orientation to Christianity.” But at least one special problem inherent in
smaller congregations is the ancient dependence on the “parson” as “the person.”
The revolution Barna describes as underway and being needed is largely based on a true
“network” of like minded souls without much regard for hierarchy and the lay-clergy
split, willing to discover whatever will help them radically and joyfully discern and obey
the will of God for their own lives and for the betterment of society. In John Wesley’s
terms they have discovered the “medicine of life” and let go of “lifeless, formal religion.”
We see--and who does not?--the numberless follies and miseries of our fellow creatures. We see
on every side either men of no religion at all or men of a lifeless, formal religion. We are grieved
at the sight, and should greatly rejoice if by any means we might convince some that there is a
better religion to be attained, a religion worthy of God that gave it. And this we conceive to be no
other than love: the love of God and of all mankind; the loving God with all our heart and soul and
strength, as having first loved us, as the fountain of all the good we have received, and of all we
ever hope to enjoy; and the loving every soul which God hath made, every man on earth, as our
own soul.
This love we believe to be the medicine of life, the never-failing remedy, for all the evils of a
disordered world, for all the miseries and vices of men. Wherever this is, there are virtue and
happiness, going hand in hand. There is humbleness of mind, gentleness, longsuffering, the whole
image of God, and at the same time a ‘peace that passeth all understanding’, and ‘joy unspeakable
and full of glory’ . . .
This is the religion we long to see established in the world, a religion of love and joy and
peace, having its seat in the heart, in the inmost soul, but ever showing itself by it fruits,
continually springing forth not only in all innocence--for ‘love worketh no ill to his neighbour’-but likewise in every kind of beneficence, in spreading virtue and happiness all around it. v

But the medicine and its “fruits” quickly dissipate if the medicine is dispensed by only
one person rather than by the whole fellowship of Christ’s disciples. This lesson Wesley
learned early on in the Methodist movement and thus required strict accountability for all
those in the early societies to attend to all the means of grace provided by God to keep the
movement from becoming what he feared—“a dead sect, having the form of religion
without power.” vi
My observation is that the primary problem (at least the one that can be most easily
addressed) lies in our current understanding of both discipleship and leadership. Often
there is very little effort to clearly define what is expected, even required, from those who
are members of our congregations except a one time nod of the head and low voiced
response to a couple of questions about beliefs and about “supporting the church with
prayers, presence, gifts, and service.” Christian discipleship is not merely nor primarily
about affirming a few beliefs and supporting the local church or the denomination. These
commitments do not a movement make, nor maintain! Christ followers are about one
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thing: following Jesus Christ as the living and true Lord of heaven and earth. This they do
by abiding in him as the true vine of life, being flooded by divine love, and joyfully
obeying all that Jesus commanded including especially his great commission (John 15,
Matthew 28). And they engage in this kingdom business as a band of Christ followers,
not merely as Christian believers supporting one appointed (or call) pastor-shepherd, but
as a team of co-laborers with the chief Revolutionary himself.
Our struggling and smaller congregations need an immersion in a contagious and
revolutionary reality that conquers fear, and inspired by “love divine all loves excelling”
lives each day and every week expecting to see and be part of the miraculous activity of
God in the lives of others.
One Attempt at a Solution
This paper does not pretend to address all the possible insights from our Wesleyan
heritage to show how Christians can “meaningfully be formed in their faith through the
discipline of the church to serve God in the world,” but it focuses on “What Church
“practices and/or structures best serve the missiological imperative of this present
age.” vii And my own special concern for the future of struggling smaller churches leads
me to offer a new model that is proving to be helpful for a growing number of Methodist
congregations. The model is called ABIDE and is currently being employed by the
United Methodist Church in two areas of the United States—Texas and North Carolina.
First, let me offer a little background. In December 2004, using a little money from a
Lilly grant, I called together at Asbury Theological Seminary a two day consultation on
the future of the smaller church. In all we had sixteen persons from five denominations
attending. The goal of the occasion was not to propose a program or a solution to
observed problems, but to prayerfully ask the question “What might God be saying to
some of us who value these hundreds of thousands of smaller congregations regarding
their possible role in the kingdom over the next few decades?”
A proposal emerging from the event was that perhaps some of us, those interested and
able, ought to commit ourselves to meeting together once a month for the next year or so
to continue to explore how we might design a renewal model and a revitalizing
movement among thousands of smaller churches across the United States. Twelve
indicated an interest, eight persons made the commitment to invest the long-term time
and energy, and two foundations believing in us and in the obvious need offered a total of
$70,000 over two years to fund the travel and housing expenses for these gatherings.
By nature we were not a group normally very patient about “process.” We were all very
busy and productive leaders in our various fields. We were pastors, authors,
denominational leaders, professors, lay consultants, and entrepreneurs. We wanted a
fairly quick “fix” and we all had ideas of what was needed based on our own expertise
and experience. We read books, we accepted research assignments, we reported and even
instructed each other, and we met with groups and individual “experts” in various parts of
the country trying to listen, learn, and propose alternatives.
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Two of the initial group of eight had to drop out, and two others joined us bringing their
own special contributions. Month after month we met. As the time passed more than
anything else we were simply learning how much we valued each other and our time
together, but we also kept focused on our target—designing a model of intervention for
smaller churches that could become a movement of God for their revitalization and
effective investment in doing the work of the kingdom. We covenanted together to
practice accountability each time we gathered.
Each time we met we employed a variation of what has become known as the “L3
Incubator” (Loving, Learning, Leading) model of leadership development. One of our
members, Craig Robertson, helped develop this approach for the church and created
materials published by the General Board of Discipleship. We spent time together in
worship and prayer. We held each other accountable for reporting on how well we had
done at being faithful to a discipline we had named the month before that would “help
enhance my relationship with Jesus Christ and result in becoming more Christ like and
the leader God has in mind.” We came prepared to examine specific areas research and
data related to our smaller congregations and to biblical and historical perspectives. One
of our members became deeply invested in exploring the concept of “glory” in the Bible
and also in Wesley’s writings. And we tried to ask what observable elements of a
“program” assist in developing a true movement and not just a resource.
In time, and in fact at one specific meeting, we almost felt overwhelmed with something
that happened. We saw all of the pieces coming together around the John 15:1-17
passage of intimate relationship, discipleship, fruitfulness, and glorifying God. As we
sought to combine all of the lessons gleaned through15 months of work and prayer, we
found the word to describe the new offering—ABIDE. A brief description is contained in
the attached brochure; therefore, I will not try to go into great detail here. Our deep
concern was to aid in the development of a discipleship-leadership team for each
congregation that participated. We believed that renewal begins with a deep sense of
personal renewal and conceptual renewal. The usual direction for such encounters with
God’s design is toward missiological renewal and in time congregational renewal and
organizational renewal. viii In fact, this felt like a return to the process involved in the
early Wesleyan revival.
The First Retreat Design
The overall structure for ABIDE begins with an overnight retreat, usually a Friday night
and Saturday. Notebooks, pens, snacks for breaks, and projection equipment for sessions
are all in place early.
Friday evening:
 A welcome, introductions, orientation, and a short time of musical worship
 Introducing the themes of ABIDE and the overarching purpose: “Churches
Abiding in Christ, Advancing God’s Mission, and Alive in God’s Glory”
 A Short Break
 First teaching session on John 15 passage—Abiding in Christ—with a strong
focus on the triune nature of God and the ultimate priority of love
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Table groups discuss the meaning of the passage for themselves and their
congregations
Another brief time of worship and closing prayer

Saturday morning:
 Breakfast together
 Worship
3
 Presentation of the ABIDE L model of Loving, Learning, Leading
 Impact stories of Christian formation for both individuals and congregations
 First morning break
 Teaching session on “the glory of God” examined both from Scripture and from
Wesley’s writings
 Reports of congregations recapturing and revealing the glory of God
 Table discussion on identifying “glory sightings”—seeing the activity of God in
our daily lives and in the life of our congregation
 Second morning break
 A lay person’s journey into discipleship and congregational team leadership and
emphasis on having a dream or vision for God’s best
 Table groups discuss the “dream Jesus might have for their church”
 Debrief in larger group each congregation’s ideas
 Break for lunch.
Saturday Afternoon
 First afternoon session on importance of prayer
 Table discussion evaluating prayer life of congregation and leadership team
 First afternoon break
 Second afternoon session on the mission of God (missio Dei) and meaning of
being a Spirit-led church
 Table discussion following a modern video parable presentation
 Free time before dinner
 Dinner together
3
 The rest of the journey—the L incubator process, guidance for expanding teams
if desired, first month of group meeting assignments, covenant opportunity for
each church to decide whether or not to continue
 Short break
 Closing worship and communion service
 Assignments for next “Saturday only” retreat usually in one month
First Month ABIDE Notebook Sessions for Congregational Teams
THEME: “Seeing the Glory of God in Your Church”
 Week 1: Reflections on John 15:1-16 & Numbers 13:17-24
 Week 2: Reflections on Matthew 6:31-33 & Numbers 13:26-33
 Week 3: Reflections on Luke 17:5-6, 20-21 & Matthew 13:31-32
 Week 4: Reflections on Psalm 8, Joshua 24:5-6, & Luke 9:23-26
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Second Retreat Design
The one-day Saturday retreat planned after the month of L3 team development is
designed to review and reinforce the materials from both the first retreat and the team
experiences during the previous month. The time frame is 9am to 4pm.
Saturday Morning
 Worship and reporting on “glory sightings”
 Session on biblical themes of “small,” “I am with you,” and ending with John 15
 Break
3
 Session on the L process and Wesley’s Method-ism for full personal/societal
transformation and spreading scriptural holiness
 Table groups
 Break for Lunch
Saturday Afternoon
 Two sessions with video clips, table conversations, and a short break
3
o Review of L continued
o Incubator preparation and congregational life cycles
o Building the team
o Understanding your community context
o Forming a focus
o Creating a strategy—a Ministry Action Plan (MAP)
o Implementing your MAP
 Question/Answer time, and covenant opportunity for each congregation to decide
whether or not to continue into the ABIDE L3 incubator
 Assignments for next meeting to launch the 12 month “walk-along-side” phase
 Short break and set up for closing worship
 Worship with focus on each congregation bringing an “Ebenezer” stone, persons
renewing their baptism, and reminder of “I am with you ALWAYS”
Where We Are Now
ABIDE has generated the following responses from participants in North Carolina and
Texas.
The ABIDE program has become a foundational piece of our ministry in the Warrensville United
Methodist Charge. This program has provided great opportunity in two venues of growth within
our small rural churches. A growth in spirituality through a deepening personal relationship with
Jesus Christ has been experienced by each ABIDE team member and they are sharing that growth
with the congregation virtually on a daily basis. And…a growth in membership and attendance
numbers has occurred as a direct correlation to the information and tools provided by the ABIDE
program. ABIDE truly enables and empowers churches to achieve the goal that was set on the first
day the program was introduced to me…Churches ABIDING in Christ, ADVANCING God’s
mission, and AL3IVE in God’s glory.
Reverend Gregg Plott
Warrenville United Methodist Charge NC
The Gamewell team sings the praises of ABIDE at any chance they have. If we accomplish no
more than what we have already experienced, I call the time a success and I look forward to
watching God work through this team in the future.
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Prior to enrolling in ABIDE our Church thought it had lost its luster. ABIDE taught us that the
luster was still there and began to help us learn how to rub that luster to a sheen and experience
God’s glory for the small Church.
ABIDE has brought our team members closer to God and closer to each other. In only six
months we have seen the excitement from the ABIDE team spill over into our worship and other
ministries.
Spirituality has made ALL the difference in the ABIDE experience. A key component in ABIDE
is spiritual leadership through spiritual disciplines and accountability, which is either missing or
less significant in many Church revitalization programs. As a pastor, it is thrilling to watch Church
members begin to grow in their personal walk, metamorphosing into a spiritually led leader within
the Church & community. ABIDE understands that God wants glory for all Churches, regardless
of size and that the Holy Spirit is excitingly active “wherever two or more are gathered” in
Christ’s name. In fact, you just might hear one of your members cry out, “GLORY!” as they tell
you what God is doing in their lives and in the life of the Church!
Rev. Renee K. Easter,
Gamewell United Methodist Church, NC

Two other locations are currently being scheduled for fall of 2007 and spring of 2008.
Bishops and other leaders in several United Methodist Annual Conferences in the US and
other Methodist bodies (Free Methodist, Wesleyan, Methodist Church of Ireland,
Methodist Church of Brazil) along with other denominations such as Mennonites and
Disciples of Christ have expressed interest in the ABIDE model. At this point we are still
working through all of the details of expanding the leadership base of presenters and
coaches and reducing the cost. We have a significant need for gift and grant funding to
support the various overhead and staffing demands of implementation. Almost all of this
undertaking has so far been by volunteer extra effort. As the opportunities before us
expand and we try to keep up in a timely manner with the demand, we realize it is time
for a more full-time director and the establishment of a larger board of directors.
Additional SCLI projects are also underway. Several large churches in the United States
have indicated an interest in partnering with us to invest their own leadership expertise,
facilities and mission funds in serving the multitude of smaller churches in their ministry
radius. Individual “turnaround” smaller churches are wanting to put on mini-versions of
ABIDE and/or inspirational training events along with SCLI personnel and resources.
Printed and Internet materials, website management, telephone-video conferences, and
new books and published articles are on the horizon. We believe God is truly in this, and
our prayers for having a part in creating a movement to revitalize smaller churches is
beginning to bear fruit—much fruit.
Thus, we are delighting in the promise of our Lord as we seek to be faithful and fruitful
disciples:
5Those who abide in me and I in them bear much fruit, because apart from me you can
do nothing. 6Whoever does not abide in me is thrown away like a branch and withers;
such branches are gathered, thrown into the fire, and burned. 7If you abide in me, and my
words abide in you, ask for whatever you wish, and it will be done for you. 8My Father is
glorified by this, that you bear much fruit and become my disciples. 9As the Father has
loved me, so I have loved you; abide in my love. 10If you keep my commandments, you
will abide in my love, just as I have kept my Father’s commandments and abide in his
love. 11I have said these things to you so that my joy may be in you, and that your joy
may be complete. (John 15)
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